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It seems that every day, new turmoil breaks out in this country, exposing the porcine 
nature behind the “Land of the Free.” These spouts of lost peace don’t remain suspended 
in the TV screen or in the world of politics. When a group of Neo-Nazis descends on a 
college campus, their torches devastate more than just the peace of a college campus; 
they begin to burn the fabric of American unity.  This fabric already lays in ashes -- and, 
frankly, has done so since the start of the “Free World” -- in a state impossible to salvage 
both because we have set it to fire too many times and because true unity never existed 
anyway. And so, we cannot Make America GreatAgain; we must Make America 
Great Now by throwing out the skeleton of a system, whose lifeless remains politicians 
and citizens alike have puppeteered only to divide us. Like the NFL currently begs, we 
need unity, and not just on on some levels and issues. Unity must transcend every atom of 
our being. 
  
Fusing high school groups who vehemently oppose each other is daunting, though, and I -
- along with my peers -- use this challenge as an excuse to not pursue unity. No one asks 
a 16-year-old to get the KKK and the Black Panthers in one room and make them sing 
Kumbaya. However, we, especially at esteemed boarding schools, hold the power to rally 
change on a micro level. On this small scale, whether between friends or in clubs at 
school, transformation requires only one thing: discourse. 
  
When I was in middle school, and up until my sophomore year in high school, I was a 
staunch conservative. During this time, I failed miserably at discourse. I wasn’t even a 
hard-right conservative in ideology -- I was just the kid who lived off of pissing others 
off, the ultimate contrarian. If someone told me that “Black Lives Matter,” I would 
immediately answer with, “What about all lives?” I lived in a world of prepared quotes, 
indoctrinated by politicians whose opinions I rarely thought about. Then, with the rise of 
Trumpism, I began to question what I actually believe. Those beliefs turned out to fall 
anywhere but conservative -- couched in the middle yet leaning slightly to the left.  With 
this transformation, I stumbled into a new trap. Now inured with and, frankly, proud of 
my enlightened understanding of privilege, I sought to enforce this ideology onto those 
that disagreed, at all costs. I was still a contrarian, just with a different set of beliefs. I 
dubbed those who opposed my beliefs to any degree as racist, ignorant, and apathetic. 
And this pompous attitude and failure at discourse persisted -- until the presidential 
debates. 
  
Eyes glued to the TV, I watched the final presidential candidates verbally assault each 
other night in and night out, always at loggerheads. I sat there disgusted. While I directed 
most of this hatred toward Trump, I procured a distinct disdain for both of them. Seeing 



this behaviour in front of my eyes sickened me. However, this tummy trouble ended up 
being the best thing for me. It inspired me to commit to discourse. I stopped name-calling 
-- or, at least, name-calling without just cause. I listened more. I started a club, Issue-
Based Politically Independent Club (IPIC), that promotes bipartisan political discussion 
without the narrowed lens of a party dictating conversation. 
  
And I am so unbelievably grateful for these changes that I made. On a personal level, I 
have made more friends because I engaged in civil discourse with them and worked 
through our differences. These conversations allowed us to actually connect on a personal 
level, beyond my presupposed ideas of who these people were. On a slightly larger level, 
although the whole Milton population does not attend IPIC, we have about ten to twenty 
weekly members and I can safely say that every one of those students listens and engages 
better than they did nine months ago. This is change. 
  
Yes, from a pessimistic lens, the thirty people in IPIC constitutes only 1.4*10^-9 percent 
of the 7 billion on Earth. From a glass-half-full lens, though, I have changed 1.4*10^-
9 percent of the world. So, go out and change the world -- one kid, one friend group, one 
dorm at a time -- because you can.  If every student at our boarding schools committed to 
changing 1.4*10^-9 percent of the population, together we would change the world by 
almost one-hundred-thousandth of a percent. I don’t know about you, but, to me, that’s 
pretty damn awesome. 


